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Understandlng the Lcsson
. Squares and perfect square numbers.

" Properties of square numbers.
o Numbers between square numbers.
. Adding consecutive odd and even natural numbers.

o Product oftwo consecutive even and odd natural numbers.

o Square roots and method offindlng the square roots.

o Finding squar€ mots thmugh repeated subtraction and prime factorisation.

o Finding square root by division method.

. Square mots of decimals.

Conceptual Facts
" Ifa number is multiplied by itself, the product that we get is called the square of the number.

For example:
4 x 4 = 42 = LG (16 is square of4)

20 x 2O = 202 = 400 (400 is square of20)

B..B f 31' g (9 i" 
"oor"" 

or 9)
b,E=|.sJ =% (2s'"'e*""' r/

" Square ofa number is represented as the number raised to the power 2'

. A perfect square is a number that can be expressed as the product of two equal integers.

For example:

1,4, 9, 16, 25, ..., are aII perfect square numbers.

. Properties of square numbers:
(i) No square number ends with the digits 2, 3, 7 or 8 at its unit places'

(ii) The square numbers must end with the digiLs 0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 9 but the number ending with 0, 1, 4, 5, 6'

9 may or may not be a Perfect number.

For exanple: 36 is a perfect square but 56 is not.

256 is a perfect square but 346 is not.
(iii) square of even number is always an even and the square of odd number is odd.

For example: 42 = l6(even)
52 = 25(odd)

(iu) A perfect square can never be a negative number.

(u) For every natural number z, (n + L)2 - n2 = (n + l) + n.

For example: L42 -132 = (13 + 1) + 13 = 14 + 13 = 27

262 - 252 = (25 + 7) + 25 = 26 + 25 = 6l

9
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Pythagorean Triplets: A triplet (m, n, p) is caTled a Pythagorean triplet if m2 + n2 =p2
For example: (3,4,5), (8, 15, 17) and (20,21,29)
Product of two consecutive even or odd natural numbers:
Example: 11 x l3 = 743 = 122 - f (product ofodds)

13 x 15 = 196 = 142- f (product ofodds)
M x 46 = 2024 = 62 -l (product ofevens)

Some Patterns in square numbers:
Example: 12 = I

LLz = 127
Lllz = 12321

Similarly, 72=49
672 = 4489

6672 = 444889

66672 = 44448889

Tny Txese (Paee 90)

Q1. Find the perfect square numbers between (i) B0
and 40 (ii) 50 and 60.

Sol. Look at the following squares.
12 = 1,22 = 4,32 = 9, 42 = 16, i2 = 28, 62 = 86,
72=49,82=64

(i) From the above data, we notice that
30 < 36 < 40 or 30 <62 <40
Hence, 36 is the perfect square number between
30 and 40.

(ii) From the above data, we notice that there i8 no
perfect square number between E0 a-nd 60.

Tny Txese (Peee 90)

Ql. Cal we say whether the following numbers are
perfect squares? How do we know?
G) 1057 (ii)23453 (iii\ 7928

(iu)222222 (o) 7069 (ui) 2061
Write five numbers which you can decide by
looking at their one's digit that they are no1
square numbers.

SoI. (i) 1057 ends with 7 at rrnit place. So, it cannot
be a perfect square.

(ii) 23453 ends wif,h t st, rrn.if plgce. So it cannot
be a perfect square.

(iil) 7928 ends with 8 at unit place. So it cannot
be a perfect square.

Gu) 222222 eods with 2 at rrn it place. So it ca-nnot
be a perfect square.

(u) 1069 ends with 9 at unit place but it is not a
perfect square.

(ui) 2061ends s.ith I at unit place but it is not
a perfect square.

89,106,22L,147 and 216 are such examples
which are not a square numbers.

Q2. Write five numbers which you cannot decide just
by looking at their unit,s digit (or one,s place)
whether they are square numbers or not.

Sol, The required numbers may be as follows:
109, 104, 306, 4Ol, atd Z2L

The one's place of the above numbers are 1,
4, 6 and 9 but they are not the perfect square
numbers.

TnY Txese (Pnee 911

Qr. Which of 1232, 772, 822, 76L2, 1092 would end
with digit 1?

Sol. 1612 a-nd 1092 would end with digit 1.

TnY Tsese (Paae 911

Qf. Which of the following numbers would have digit
6 at unit place.
(i) 192 Q 242 (ii 262

(io) 362 (d 342

Sol. (j) 192 does not have digit 6 at unit place.
Gi) 242 bas dtglt 6 at unit place.

(iii) 262 has digit 6 at unit place.
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(iu) 362 has digit 6 at unit place.
(u) 342 has digit 6 at unit place.

Tnv Txese (Paee 921

Ql. What will be the "one's digit" in the square of
the following n"mbers?
(i)L234 (ii)26387 (iii)62698

(iu) 99880 (u) 21222 (ui) 9106
Sol. (i) One's digtt of 12342 = 6

(ii) One's digit of 263872 = I
(iii) One's dtett of 526982 = 4
(iu) One's digit of99880 = 0
(u) Onds digit of 212222 = 4

(ui) One's digit of91062 = 6

Tnv Tuese (Paae 921

Q1, The square of which ofthe following numbers
would be an odd number/an even number? Why?
(i) 727 (,0 r58 Gii) 269 (iu) 1980

Sol. (i) Since 727 is dd number. So 7272 will also
be odd nunber.

(ii) 158 is even number. So 1582 will also be even.

(iii) 269 is odd n"mber. So 2692 will also b€ odd.

(iu) 1980 is even number. So 19802 will also be
even.

Q2. What will be the number of zeros in the square
of the following numbers?
(,) 60 (ii) 400

Sol. (j) 60 has one zero. So 602 will have 2 zeroes.

(ii) 400 has two zero. So 400'will have 4 zeroes.

Tnv Txese (Pnce 941

Q1. How many natural numbers lie between 92 and
102? Between Ll2 and L22?

Sol. (j)The natural numbers between 92
and 102 = (r00 - 81) - 1 = 19- 1 = 18

(jj) The natural numbers between 112 and 122 =(144-l2r)-7=23-t=22
Q2. How maly non square numbers lie between the

following pairs of numbers
(i) 1QQ2 snd 1012

(ii) 902 and 912

(jjj) 10002 and 10012

Sol. (i) Non-p€rfect square numbers between z2 and
(n+l)2=2n

l(n+7)2-n2l-L
lnz+l+2n-n\-7
=(2n+l)-l=2n+L-1=2n

SqUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS
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.'. Non-perfect square nurnbers between 1002
and1012=2x100=200

(ii) Non-perfect square numbers between 902
and912=2x90=180

(iii) Non-perfect square numbers between 10002
and10012=2x1000=2000

Tnv Trese lPaee 941

Q I . Find whetler each of the following numbers is
a perfect square or not ?

(i)rzt (ii) 55 (iii)81
(iu) 49 (u) 69

Sol, (j) Sum of consecutive odd numbers startiag
from I is
1+3+5 +7 +9+ 11 +13+15+17+19+
2l=ll2=L2l
.'. 121 is a square number.

(ii) Sum of consecutive odd numbers starting
with I is
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + I + ll + 13 = 72 = 49
and 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 +9 + 1l + 13 + 15 =82 =64
Thus,55 is not a perfect nunber.

(iii) Sum of consecutive odd numbers starting
from 1 is
1+3+5 +7 +9+ 11 +13+15+17

=92=81
.'. 8l is a perfect square number.

(iu) Sum of consecutive odd numbers starting
from I is
1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 71 + 73 = 72 = 49
.. 49 is a perfect square number.

(u) Sum of consecutive odd numbers starting
from 1 is
1 + 3 +5+ 7 +9 + 17+ 13 + 15 =82 = M
and 1+3+5+7+9+ 11 + 13+ l5+17

=92=81
.-. 64<69<81
Thus 69 is not a perfect square number.

Tnv Txese lPaae 951

Ql. Express the following as the sum of two
consecutive integers.
(i) 2r2 (iD r32 (iii) rr2 (iu) L9

Sol. Eor 22, the two consecutive integers are:

n2 -l , n2 +l
2*'2

zf -r 44t-r
2

= 
M0 

= 22o
2
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2L2 +l 41.l+l
and

2 2

= 
42 

= 22L
2

212=Ml=

= 220 + 221

132-1 132 +1

-+-
22

zP -t 2t2 +t

-+-
2 2

(jj) 13'z = 169 =

169-1 169+1

-+-
22

168 170

-+-22

360 362

22

=84+85

132=169=84+85

(iii) 172 = l2l =

(iu) 192 = 361 =

(721-l 727+l\- t_+_ |

\22)
(t2o 122\=1,. z )=(60+6lr

172 = 721= 60 + 61

Lg2 -t lg2 +r

-+-
22

112-1 112+l

-+-
22

361-l 361+1

-+-
22

= (180 + 181)

.'. 192 = 361 = 180 + 181

Q2. Do you think the reverse is true, i.e., is the
sum of any two consecutive positive integers is
perfect square of a number? Give example to
support your answer.

Ql. What will be the unit tligit of the squares of the
following n,,mbers?
(i) 81 (iil 272

(iii) 799 (iu) 3853
(u) 1234 (ui) 2G387

tSE 6:,
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Sol, No, it is not true.

Example (i) 11 + 12 = 23 which is not a perfect
square numhr.
Exsmple (ii) 23 + 24 = 47 which is not a perfect
square number.

Example (iii) 50 + 5l = 101 which is not a perfect
square number.

Tnv Txese lPaee 9Q

Ql. Writ€ the square, making use of the pattern
given in conceptual facts
(i) 1111112 (ii) 11111112

Sol. The given pattern is:

12=L
ll2 = l2l

Lll2 = 12327

llll2 = 1234321
111112 = 123454321

ll111l2 = 12345654321
11111112 = 1234867 654321

Thus (, 1l1ll12 = 12345,654321
(ii) 11111112 = 1234567 654321

Tny THese (Paer 9fl

Ql. Can you f.ud ttre square of the following numbers
using the patt€rD given in conceptual facts
(i)66666672 Qil666666672

SoI. The given patt€rn is:
72=49

672 = 41.89

66T2 = 44889
66672 = 44448889

666672 = 44444a8889
6666672 = 444444a88889

66666672 = 44444448888889
666666672 = 4444444488888889

(i) yes, 66666672 = 4444444888a8A9
(ii) yes, 666666672 = 4444444469999999

(uii) 52698 (uiii) 99880
(i;) 12796 (r) 55555

Sol. (i) Unit digit of812 = I
(ii) Uait d:git of 2722 = 4

(iii) Unit digit of 7992 = 1
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(iu) Unit digiit of 38532 = 9
(u) Unit digit of12342 = 6

(ui) Unit digit of 263872 = 9
(uii) Unit digit of 526982 = 4

(urii) Unit digit of998802 = 0
(er) Unit digit of 127962 = 6
(r) Unit digit of 555552 = 5

Q2. The following numbers are not perfect squares.
Give reason.
(i) 1057 (ii) 23453

GiD7928 (iu) 222222
(u) 64000 (ui) 89722

(uii)222000 (uiji) 505050

Sol. (j) 1057 ends with 7 at ,nit place. So it is not a
perfect square number.

(ii) 23453 ends with 3 at unit place. So it is not
a p€rfect square number.

(iii) 7928 ends with 8 at unit place. So it is not a
perfect square number.

(iu) 222222 ends with 2 at unit place. So it is not
a perfect square number.

(u) 64000 ends with 3 zeros. So it can not a
perfect square number.

(ui) 89722 entls with 2 at unit place. So it is not
a perfect square number.

(uii) 22000 ends with 3 zeros. So it can not be a
perfect square number.

(uiii) 505050 ends with 1 zero. So it is not a perfect
square number.

alil. The squares ofwhich of the followiog would be
odd numberr?
(,) 4til1 (ii)2826

(iii) 7779 (iu) 82004

Sul. (i) r1312 is a.n odd number.
(ii) 28262 is an even number.
(iii\ 77792 is an odd number.
(iu) 820042 is an even number.

Q4. Observe the following pattern and find the
missing digits.

Ll2 = 127

1012 = 10201

10012 = 1002001

1000012 = 1...2...1

100000012 =
Sol. According to the above pattern, we have

1000012 = 10000200001

100000012 = 100000020000001

Q5. Observe the following pattern and supply the
missing nunbers.

112 = L2l
1012 = 10201

101012 = r02030201
10101012 =

.............2 = 10203040504030201

Sol. According to the above pattern, we have
10101012 = 1020304030201

1010101012 = 10203040504030201

Q6. Using the given pattern, I-rnd the missing
numbers.

72+22+22=92
22+92+62=72

82+42+722=LBz
42+52+,.,.2=212

52 + ....2 + 302 = 312

62+72+.,,..2=,,...2
Sol, According to the given pattern, we have

42+b2+202=212
52 + 62 + 302 = 312

62+72+422=482

Q7. Without adding, find the sum.
(i)l+3+5+7+9

(ii) I +3 +5+ 7+9+ 11+ 13 + 15+ 17+ 19
(iii) 1+3 +5+7 + 9+ 11 +13+15+17+19+

2l+23
Sol. We know that the sum ofz odd numbers = n2

(i)1+3+5+7+9=(5)2=25
['.' z = 5]

(ii) 1 + 3 + 5 + 7+9+ 11 + 13 + 15+ 17+ 19 =
(10)2=100 ['.' z=10]

(iii) l+3+5+7 + 9+ 11 +13+15+17+19+21
+ 23 = (12)2 = 144 l': n = L2l

Q8, (i) Express 49 as the sum of 7 odd numbers.
(ii) Express 121 as the sum of 11 odd numbers.

Sol. (i) 49 = 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + I + 11 +13 (n=7\
(ii) 121 =l+3+5+7+9+11 +13+15+17+

L9+27 (z=11)

Q9. How many numbers lie between squares ofthe
following numbers?
(i) 12 and 13 (ii) 25 and 26

(iii) 99 and 100.

Sol. (i) We know that numbers between z2 and
(n+l)2=2n
.. Numbers between 122 and 132 = (2n)

=2x12=24
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(ii) Numbers betw een. 252 aod 262

=2x25=50
(jjj) N"'"ber between 992 and 1002

=2x99=L98

(': n=25)

(.: n =29)

Tnv Txese (Paaz 971

Qf. Find the squares of the following numbers
goatqining g in rrnit's place.
(,) 15 (ii) 95 (iiD 105 (io) 205

Q1. Find the square of the following numbers.
(i)32 (ii)35 (ii,) 86

(iu) 93 (u) 7r (ui) 46
Sol. (i) 32 = 30 + 2

.'. (32)2=139a212

= 30(30 + 2) + 2(3O + 2)

=302+30 x2 +2x30+22
=900+60+60+4
= LO24

Thus (32)2 = 1024
(jj) 35 = (30 + 5)
.: (35)2 = (30 + 5)2

= 30(30 + 5) + 5(30 + 5)

= (30)2+30 x 5 + 5 x 30 +(5)2

=900+150+750+25
= 7225

Thus (35)2 = 1225
(iii) 86 = (80 + 6)

.'. 862 = (80 + 6)2

= 80(80 + 6) + 6(80 + 6)

= (80)2+ 80 x 6 + 6 x 80 + (6)2

= 6400 + 480 + 480 + 36

= 7396
Thus (86)2 = 7396

(iu) 93 = (90 + 3)

.. 932 = (90 + 3)2

=90(90+3)+3(90+3)
=(90)2+ 90 x 3 +3 x 90+ (3)2

=8100+270+270+9
=8649

Thus (93)2 = 8649
(u) 71 = (70 + 1)

:. 712 = (70 + 1)2

=70(70+1)+1(70+1)
=(70)2+70xL + I x 70+(t)2
=4900+70+70+L
= 5041

Thus (71)2 = 6041

80

Sol.
(r)

(ii)

(iii)
(iu)

152 = 225 = (2 x 1) hundred + 25

952 = 9025 = (10 x 9) hundred + 25

1052 = 11025 = (11 x 10) huntlred + 25

2052 = 42025 = (21 x 20) hundred + 25

(ui) 46 = (40 + 6)
... 462 = (40 + 6)2

=40(40+6)+6(40+6)
= (40)2 + 40 x 6 + 6 x 40 + (6)2

= 16O0 + 240 + 240 + 36

= 2tt6
Thus (46)2 = 2116

Q2, Write a futhagorean triplet whose one member
is
(,) 6 (ii) t4 (iii) 16 (iu) 18

Sol. (i) Let rz2 - 1 = 6

[TripleLs are in th e folm 2m, m2 - 1, m2 + L1

.'. m2=6+l=7
So, the value ofrz will not be an integer.
Now, let us try for nP + | = 6

) m'= b--t=i)
Also, the value of rz will not be an integer.
Now we let 2rz = 6

.. rz = 3 which is an integer.

. . Other members are:
m2_l=52_l=B

and m2+7=32+1=10
Hence, the required triplets are 6, 8 and 10

(ii) let m2 - I = L4 + m2 = I + 14 = 15

.'. The value of rz will not be an integer.
Now take 2m = 74 .'. m = 7 which is an
integer.

.'. The member of triplets are
2m =2 x7 =14

n2-l=(7)2-l=49-l=48
and, m2 + L = (7)2 + 1 = 49 + 1 = 60
i.e., (14, 48, 50)

(iii) Let 2m = 16 .'. m = 8
. . The required triplets are

2m=2x8=76
m2-7=(8)2_t=64_1=68
m2+l=(8)2+1=64+1=65
i.e., (16, 63, 65)

.\
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(iu)l*t2m =18 .'. m=9
. . Required tripleLs are:

2m=2x9=78
m2 _t=(9)2 _ 1= 81 _1=80
and azal=(g)2+l

=81 + 1=82
i.e., (18, 80, 82)

Tnv Txese (Paee 991

Qf. 112 = 121. What is the square root of 121?

Sol. Given that 712 = L2L

.'. Square root of l2f = tf
['.' Square and square roots are

under inversion operationl
q2. 142 = 196. What is the square root of 196?

Sol. Given that 142 = 196
.'. Square root of 196 = L4

['.' Square and square root are
under the inversion operationl

Tnv Tnese lPeee 1001

Ql. By repeated subtraction ofodd numbers starting
from 1, find whether the following numbers are
perfect sguares or not? If the number is a perfect
square then find its square rot.
(i)727 (ii)65 (iii)36

(iu) 49 (u) 90

Sol. (i) We have fi21
... tzt-t = 120, 120-3 =Lt7,717 -5=1L2,

r72-7 = 105, 105-9=96,96-11 = 85,
85-13=72,

Ql. What could be the possible bne's'digits ofthe
square root of each of tJ:e following numbers?

(i) 9801 (ir 99866

(iii) 998001 (iu) 657666025

Sol. (i) One's digit in the square root of9801may be
1or9.

(ii) One's digit in the square root of99856 nay
be4or6.

(iii) One's digit in the square root of 99800 1 may
be1or9.

(iu) One's digit in the square root of 657666025
can be 6.

72 - 15 = 57, 57 - t7 = 40, 40 - 79 = 21,
2t-21=O
Since the above process takes 11 steps to
get 0.

.. .Jrzr =tL
(ii) We have GB

.'. 55- 1= 54,54 - 3 = 51, 6r -5 = 46,46 - 7

= 39,39- I = 30, 30 - 1l = 19, 19 - 13 = 6,
6-15=-9*0
In tire above process we did not get 0 in the
last step.

.'. 55 is not a perfect square number.

(jjj) We have J56
... 36 - 1 = 36, 35 - 3 = 32, 32 - 5 = 27,

27 - 7 = 20,20 - I = lt, 11 _ 11 = 0

ln the above process, we have teken 6 steps
to get 0.

.'. Ge = 6 *6"1, is a perfect square number.

(iu) We have JZd
... 49 - I = 4a, 4a - 3 = 45, 6 - 5 = 40, 4O - 7 = 33,

33 -g = 24,24 - Ll= 13, 13-r3=0
ln the above process, we have 7 steps to get
0.

. . Gg = z *hi"h is a perGct square number.

(u) We have J5o
.. 90- I = 89, 89- g = 86, 86-5 = 81, 8r - 7

= 74,74 -9 = 65, 65 - t7 = 54,54 - L3 = 41,
4l-15=26,26-17 =lL+ O

In the above process, we did not get 0 in the
last step.

.'. 90 is not a perfect square number.

Q2. Without doing any calculation, find the numbers
which are surely not per{ect squares.
(,) 153 (ii)257

(iii) 408 (iu) 447

Sol. We know that the numbers ending with 2, 3, 7
or 8 are not perfect squares.

(i) 153 is not a perfect square number.
lgnding with B)

(ii) 257 is not a perfect square number.
(ending with 7)

(iii) 408 is not a perfect square number.
(ending with 8)

(iu) 441 is a perfect square number.
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Q3. Find the square roots of 100 and 169 by the
method of repeated subtraction.

Sol. Using the method of repeat€d subtraction of
consecutive odd numbers, we have
(,) 100 - 1 = 99, 99 -3 = 96, 96- 5 = 91, 91- 7

= 84, 84 - 9 = 75, 75 - ll = M, M - 13 = 51,
5l- 15 = 36, 36 - 17 = 19, 19-19=0
(Ten times repetition)

nrus Jroo - ro
(,i) 169- 1= 168, 168-3=165, 165-5=160,

160-7= 153, 153-9= 7M,144-ll=133,
133 - 13 = l2O, 120 - 15 = 105, 105 - r7 =
88,88 - 19 = 69,69 -21 = 48,4a-23 =26,
25-25=O
(Thirteen times repetition)

rnus fi69 = ra

Q4. Find the square roots of the following numbers
by the prime factorisation Method.

O 729 (ii) 400 Uii\ L7U (iu) 4096

(u) 7744 (ui) 9604 (uii) 5929 (uiii) 9216

Sol.

(ii) 529 (*) 8100

(i) We have 729

Prime factors of 729

729=3x3x3x3xBxB
=32x32x32

... JTn =BxBxB =27

(ii) We have 400

Prime factors of400
400=2x2x2x2x5x5

=22x22x52
.. JZoo = 2x2xb=20

400

200

100

50

25

5

(iii) 7764
1764=2x2xBxBx7x7

=22\32x72
.. ,mu =zxBx7 =42

L764

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

5

5

2

2
-31

3

Iil

729

243

81

27

I
3

1

1

288

I q,ar

t47

ad
lt
lr

82
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(iu) 4096
4096=2x2x2x2x2x2x2
x2x2x2x2x2

=22 x22x22 x22 x22x22

.. JZo96 =2x2x2x2x2x2
=u

(u) Prime factorisation of 7744 is
77 M = 2x2x2x2x2x2xlLx7l
=22x22x22x1L2

.. .,h?44 =2x2x2xtL
=88

(ui) Prime factorisation of9604 is
9604=2x2x7 x7 x7 x7

=22 x72x72

.. J5604 =2x7x7=98

(uii) Prime factorisation of5929 is
5929=7x7x11 x11

=72xLl2
.. Jigzp =7 xLt=77

(uiii) Prime factorisation of 9216 is

92L6=2x2x2x2x2x2x2
x2x2x2x3x3

=22x22x22x22
x22x32

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
______-l

2

A

4096
,zots

1c,24

572
256
t2a
64

32
l6
8

4
2

1

J_)
2

2a
2
2

77M
3872
1936
968

I aet
I 242
I tzt
lrrE-

l1
11

2

2

7

7

9604
4802
240L
343
497

7 7

I

7

7

5929

=2x2x2x2x2x3
=96

u7
l1 tzl
11 11

1

9276
4608
2304
1152
576
2AA
144

l72
36
l8
I
3
I

2l
ot
2l-r)

-r1
2-r1
2
2

2-3l
_q-]
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(zr) Prime factorisation of 529 is
629=23x23=232

.'. Jsn =zs

(r) Prime factorisation of 8100 is
.'. 8100 = 2x2xB x 3 x 3 x 3 x 5

x5
=22x82x32x52

... Jsloo=zxsxBxS
=90

Q5. For each of the following numbers, find the
smallest whole nunber by which it shor:ld be
multiplied so as to get a perfect Bquare number.
Also find the square root of the square number
so obtsined.
(,262 (ii) 180 (,,, 1008

(iu)2028 (u) 1458 (ui) 768
Sol. (i) Prime factorisation of 252 is

262=2x2xBx3x7
Here, the prime factorisation is
not in pair. 7 hes no pair.
Thus, 7 is the smallest whole
number by which the given
number is multiplied to get a
perfect square number.

'. The new square number is 252 x 7 = 7764
Square root of 1764 is
.,lt7i4 =2xBx7 =42

(ii) Prime factorisation of 180 is
180=2x2xBxBx5
Here, 5 has no pair.

.'. New square number
=180x5=900

Square root of 900 is

.. Jgoo =2xBxE=Bo

2 180

Thus, 5 is the smallest whole number by
which the given oumber is multiplied to get

I
8100
4050
20%
675
2%
,o
25i=--
b
I

52923
2323

ol1l2lEil3l
3l

-=--l5t
_!_.1

2
2

3

252
126
63
2l

7

15

5

7
1

1

13

2 90
3 45
3

5

a square number.
(jjj) Prime factorisation of 1008 is

1008 = 2 x2x2x2xBx3x7
Here, 7 has no pair.

. . New square number
= 1008 x 7 = 7066
Thus, 7 is tJre required number.
Square root of 7066 is

Jlosa =zx2xBx7 =84
(iu) Prime factorisation of 2028 is

2028 =2 x 2 x 3 x 13 x 13

Here, 3 is not in pair.
Thus, 3 is the required smallest
whole number.

2
2
2

1008
604
252
t262

3
3
7

2
2
3
13

70L4
507
r69

I
2028

63
2t
7

SQUARES AND SOUARE ROOTS

13
1

13

1

8it

,'. New square number = 2028 x 3 = 6084
Square mot of 6084 is

Go84 =2x18xB=78
(u) Prime factorisation of 1458 is 2

L468 = 2 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 3

Here,2 is not in pair. -g-l
Thus,2 is the required smallest 3

whole number. 3

.'. New square numtrer = 1458 x 2 3

=2976 3

Square root of 1458 is

J29LB =Bx3xBx2=84

14158

(ui) Prime factorisation of 768 is

7ffi =2 x2x2 x2 x2 x2 x2x2 x 3

Here, 3 is not in pair.

Thus, 3 is the required whole
number.

. . New square number = 768 x 3 =
2304

Square root of 2304 is

J2Bo4 =2x2x2x2xB=48
Q6. For each of the following numbers, find the

smallest whole number by which it should
be divided so as to get a perfect square. Also
f-nd the square root of the square number so

obtained.
(i)252 (ii)2926 (iii)396

(iu) 2646 (u) 2800 (ui) L620

Sol. (i) Prirne factorisation of 252 is

252=2x2xBxBx7
Here 7 has no pair.

.'. 7 is the smallest whole nurnber
by which 252 is divided to get a
square number,

.. New square number =252=7 =36

Thus, J56 = o

(ii) Prime factorisation of2925 is

2925=3xBx5x5x13
Here, 13 has no pair.

.'. 13 is the smallest whole number
by which 2925 is divided to get
a square number.

.'. New square number

= 2925 + l3 = 225

Thus J22r = rs

65

972

@
ler
lzt
lc
t3
Ir

2 768
.) 384
2 r92
2 96
2 I
2 24
2 t2
2 6
3 3

I

2 252
2 126
3 63
3 2t
7 7

1

3 2925
3
6

5

976
325

13
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(iii) Prime factorisation of 396 is
396=2x2xBx3x1l
Here 11 is not in pair.

.. 11 is the required smallest
whole number by which 396
is divided to get a square
number.
New square number = 396 + 1l = 36

Thus J5o = o

(iu) Prime factorisation of2645 is
2M5=5x23x23
Here, 5 is not in pair.

.'.5 is the required smallest
whole number. By which 2645
is multiplied to get a square number
New square nunber = 2645 + 5 = 529

Thus, Gzg = zg
(u) Prime factorisation of 2800 is

2800=2x2x2x2x5x5x7
Here, 7 is oot in pair.

.. 7 is the required smallest
number. By which 2800 is
multiplied to get a square
number.
New square number = 2800 + Z
= 400

rnus Goo = zo
(ui) Prime factorisation of 1620 is

162O=2x2x3x3x3x3x5
Here, 5 is not in pair.

. . 5 is the required sma-Ilest
prime number. By which 1620
is multiplied to get a square
number

=7620+5=324
Thus J52s = ra

Q7. The students of class VIII ofa school donated
( 2401 in all, for Prime Minister's National
Relief fund. Each student donated as many
rupees as the number of students in the class.
Find the number of studenta in the class.

SoI. Total amount of money donated = ? 240 1

Total number of students in the
class = OZoT

2
2

396

99

11

98I
3

1

3

1

1

5 2645
529

23 23
1

2

2

2800
1400
700

350
178
.ra

1

2)
2l
-tht
trl
ll

-

2

2

3

3

3-tt
b

I rozo
I aro
I aos
I r:ls
l+s

(7)2 x (7)2

l5
5
1

7 zltol
7 343
7 49

7

u

=7 x7 x7 x7 =7 x7 =49
7

1

MATHEMANCS-VIII

Q8. 2025 plants are to be planted in a garden in such
a way that each row contains as many pla-nt's as
the number of rows. Find the number of rows
and the number of pla-nts in each row.

Sol. Total number ofrows = Total number ofplants
in each row

=.120%
3x3x3x3x5x5 225

5

5

2025
675

5

32 x32 x52 75

=3x3x5=cts
Thus the number of mws and plants
=45

25

Q9. Find the smallest square number that is
divisible by each ofthe numbers 4, 9 and 10.

Sol. LCM of4, 9, 10= 180

.'. The least nunber divisible by 4, 9 and 10 = 180
Now prime factorisation of 180 is
180=2x2x3x3x5
Here, 5 has no pair.

.'. The required smallest square
number

=180x5=900
QfO.Find the smallest number that is

1

0I
5

5

5

I
9
I
3

2

1

1

1

2

2

3

5

divisible by each ofthe numbers
8, 15 and 20.

Sol. The smallest number divisible
by 8, 15 and 20 is equal to their
LCM.

.'. LCM=2 x2x2x 3x5=120
Here, 2, 3 and 5 have no pair.

2

2

2

8, t5,20
4, 15, r0

51

1, 1, 1

55

1

2 15 5

1, 15,5

.-. The required smallest square number = 120 x
2x3x5
= 120 x 30 = 3600

Tnv Txese (Pnae 1051

Ql. Without calculating square roots, find the
number of digits in the square root of the
following numbers.
(i) 25600 (ii) 100000000

(iiD 36864

Sol. (i) Here, number of digits in 25600 = 5 (odd)
. . Required n"mber of digits in square root of

25600= T =sdicits
(jj) Here, n, 'mber of digits in 100000000 = 9 (odd)

1

1

I
5

.. Required number of digits in square root of

r000oo00o= f =saBi*
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(iii) Here, number of digits in 36864 = 5 (odd)

. . Required number ofdigiLs in the square root

o186864= f =saiei*.

Tav Tress lPeae 107)

Ql. Estimate the value of the following to the
nearest whole number.

(,) .,60 (rr) Jiooo

(r,,) ./550 (ru) Goo
Sol. (j) We know that:

64<80<8r and GZ =8and JE1 =9

.:8<.,/EO= <9

It is clear that 80 is very close to 81

Thus, J80 is appmrirnately 9

Ql. Find the square root of each of the following
numbers by Long Division method.
(i) 2304 (iil 44a9 (iii) 34€r (iu) 529
(u) 3249 (ui) 1369 (uii\ 5776 (uiii) 7921

(ia) 576 (r) t024 (ti) 3136 (:jj) 900

Sol. (i) 48

2304
16

88

(ii) We know that:
900 < lO00 < 1600 and JSOO = SO, J1600
=40

.. Bo < fiooo < 40

It is clear that 1000 is close to 900

Thus fi000 is approximately 30

(iii) We know that:

100 < 350 < 400 ard Jl00 = 10, JZoo = 20

..10< JBso- <2o

It is clear that 350 is near to 400

.. JS50 i" approximately 20

(iu) We know that: 400 < 500 < 900 and GoO =
20, Jgoo = 30

... 20 < JEoo < Boo

It is clear that 500 is near to 400

.. J500 i" 
"pp.oximately 

20.

23
Gu)

2 5n
4

4

43 129
L29

0

rhus, Gzg = zs

57

3249
26

704
704
0

ttrus, J230a = as

127

ttrus, J++89 = ez

59

5 3481
25

109

(u)

(ui)

5

(ii\

(iii\

ol 107 749
749

0

rhus, Js249 = sz

3

67

4489
aro

6

889
889
0

37

981
98r

1369

I
469
469

0

0

Thus, J3a81 = sg

fiiexeSictse o.+

SQUARES AND SAUARE ROOTS

nrus, fis69 = sz

85
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(oii)

(Jiii)

76

577 6
49

7

146

169

2

876
876
0

Thr", G7?6' =76

89

8 7921
64
t52L
t52l

0

rnus, .f gzr 
= ag

Ut) 24

576
4

44 176
176

0

Ttrus, Gzo = z+
(.r) 32

3 LO24
9

62 124
L24
0

ki)
Thus, JIo24 = Bz

56

3136
25

106 636
636

0

Thus, J5reo = se
(aii) 30

3 900

5

9
00

Thus, .600- = 30

Q2, Find the number of digits in the square root
of each of the following nr""bers (without any
calculation)
(i\ 64 (ii) t44 (iii) 44f,,9

(iu)27225 (u) 390625

e6

rY,ts, J7.29 = z.z

MATHEMANCS-VIII

Sol. We know that if z is number of digits in a square
number then

Nlmber of digits in the square 16j1 = | ifz is
even and f o, *"ru. 

2

G)U
Herez=2(even)

.'. N',nber of digr t" a Ju = f, = r
(ii) 144

Herez=3(odd)

... N',mber of digits in square roor = ) =Z

(iii) 448,9

Herez=4(even)

.'. Number of digits in square root = 1 = 2

(iu) 27225

Herez=5(odd)

... N,'','ber of di$ts in square root = + = ,
(u) 390625

Herez=6(even)

.'. N,-,ber of digrts in square root = 9 = 3
2

Q3. Find the square root of the following decimal
numbers.

(i) 2.56 (ii) 7.29 (iii) 51.84

Qo) 42.25 (u) 31.36

Sol. (i) 1.6

2.56
I

1

26

Thus, .856= = 1.6

Gil 2.7

7.29
4

47 329
329

0

2

156
156

0
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(iii) 7.2

5L84
49

142 284
2M

0

ttrus, JE13+ = z.z

(iu) 6.5

7

6 42.25
36

(u)

t25

rh"s, Jazzs = a.s

5.6

5 3L36
25

106 636
636

0

rrrur, JsL36 = s.e

Q4. Find the least number which must be subtracted
from each of the following mrmbers so as to get
a per{ect square. Also find the square root of the
perfect square so obtained.

(i) 402 (,, 1989 (iii) 3250

(iu) 825 (u) 4000

Sol. (i) ZO

2

4

402
4
02

Here remainder is 2
.'.2 is the least required number to be

subtracted from 402 to get a perfect square

.. New nr:mber = 402-2=400
Thus, Jaoo = 20

(ii) M
r989
l6

84 389
336
53

Here remainder is 63

4

SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS 87

.. 53 is the least required number to be
subract€d from 1989.

.. New number = 1989 - 53 = 1936

rnus, fi936 = aa

uii) ol

3260
25

to7 750
749
1

Here remainder is 1

.. l is the least required number to be
subtract€d from 3250 to get a perfect square.

.. New nnmber = 3260-L=3249

rhus, J5rZ0 = s7

(iu) 28

5

2 825
4

48 425
384
4t

Here, the remainder is 4l
.'. 41 is the lea.st required number which can be

subtracted from 825 to get a perfect square.

New number = 825 - 41 = 784

Thus, ''frEZ = 28

(u) 63

6 4000
36

L23 400
369

31

Here, the remainder is 31

. . 31 is the least required number which should
be subtract from 4000 to get a perfect square.

New nunber = 4000 - 31 = 3969

Thus, Jggsg = es

Q5. Find the least number which must be added
to each of the following n"mbers so as to get a
perfect square. Also find the square root ofthe
perfect square so obtained.

(i)525 (ii)1750 0ii)252
(iu) 1825 tu) 6412

626
625

0
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Sol. (r)

t25
84

252
l6
t52
125

7825
16

226
164

22

2

42

525
4

4l

Here remainder is 41
.'. It represents that square of 22 is less thal

525. Next number is 23 an,232 = 529
Hence, the nunber to be added

=529-525=4
New number = 529

Thus, G29- = 23

Gi) 47

4

81

Here the remainder is 69
.. It represents that square of41 is less than

1750. The next nu:nher is 42 al:d 422 = 1764
Hence, number to be added to l75O = L764
- 7750 = t4

.'. Require perfect square = 1764

Jrzu =+z
(iiD 15

L7 50
16

150
8l
69

1

25

27

Here the remainder is 27.
. . It represents that square of 15 is less thaa

252. The next number is 16 and 762 = 256
Hence, nnmber to lre added,to 262 =256 -252
=4
New number = 252 + 4 =256

.'. Required perfect square = 256

and Jzro = ro
(io) 42

4

88

82

61 B 8cm

MATHEMATICS-VIII

The remainder is 61. It represents that
square of42 is less than 1825.

Next number is 43 and 432 = 1849

Hence, mrmber to be added to 1825 = 1849
_ 1925 = 24

The required perfect square is 1848 and
Jteas =$

(u) 80

8 64L2
64

r60 L2
0

t2

Here, the remainder is 12.

.'. It represents that square of80 is less than
ut2.
The next number is 81 and 812 = 6561

Hence the number to be added

= 6561-Ml2 = 149
The require perfect square is 6561 and
Gsot = sr

Q6. Find the length of the side of a square whose
atea = Ml m2

Sol. Ia1 16s lg.gth of the side of the square be r m.

.'. Area of the square = (side)2 = I m2

.'. z2=4at>a= ''!441

2t
2

4L

44t
4

4t
4t

Thus, t =21m
Hence the length ofthe side of square = 21 m

Q7. ln a right triangle ABC, ZB=90".
(o) If AB = 6 cm, BC = 8 cn, find AC

(b) If AC = 13 cm, BC = 5 cm, find AB

Sol. (a) In right triangle ABC

0

A

(o

C
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AC2=AB2+BC2

lBy Brthagoras Theoreml

+ AC2 = (6)2 + (8)2

=36+64=100
.. AC = Jroo = ro

Thus, AC = 10 cm.

(b) In right triangle ABC

AC2 = AB2 + BC2 [By Brthagorus Theorem]

+ (13)2 = AB2 + (5)2

- 169=AB2+25

> 169-25=AB2

=) 144 = ABz

.'. AB= JIE =rzc
Thus, AB = 12 cm.

Q8. A gardener has 1000 pla-nts. He wants to plant
these in such a way that nunber ofrows and
the number of cohrrnns r€mai[ same. Find the
minimum number of plants he needs more for
this.

Sol. Let number of mws be :.
And number of columns also be .r.

.'. Total number ofplants =rxx=x2
I = 1000

.. , = .,hooo

31

1000
I

61

6cE

100
61

39

Here the remainder is 39

l. Venv Snonr Answen (VSA) Quesnols

Q1. Find the perfect square numbers between 40

a-nd 50.

Sol. Perfect square numbers between 40 and 50 = 49.

Q2. Which ofthe foltowing%12,492,772,l3l2 ot 1892

end with digit 1?

SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS 89

So square of3l is less than 1000.

Next nnmber is 32 and 322 = lO24

Hence the number to be added

= LO24 - 1000 = 24

Thus the minimum number of plants required
by him = 24.

Alternative method:
32

1000

-9
62 100

-124
-24

,'. The min'imum n"-ber of Plants required by
hin=24.

Q9. There are 500 children in a school. For a P.T.

drill they have to stand in such a manner
that the number of mws is equal to number of
colu-mns. How many children would be left out
in this arrangement?

Sol. [,et number of children i.n a row be r. And also
that of in a column be r.

.'. Total number of students =rxr-=12
'.12=500*r=..600

22

500
4

42

3

2

100
84
16

Here the remainder is 16

New Number = 600 - 16 = 484

and, JM =zz
Thus, 16 students will be leli out in this
arratrgemetrt.

LearningMoreQ&A
Sol. Only 4P, 1312 and 1892 end with digit 1.

Q3. Find the value of each of the following without
calculating squares.

O)272 -262 (ii) ttB2 - tt72
Sol. (i) 272 -262 = 27 +26=53

(ii) lL82 - ll72 = 7L8 + 177 = 235
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Q4. Write each of the following nunbers as
difference of the square of two consecutive
natural numbers.

G) 49 (ii)75 (iii) t25
Sol. (i)49=2x24+l

.'. 49 = 252 - 242

(ii)75=2x37 +7
.'. 75 = 382 - 372

(iii)125=2x62+7
.'. 125 = 632 - 622

Q5. Write down the following as sum of odd numbers.
(i) 72 (i 92

Sol. (z) 72 = gum sf firsf 7 odd numbers

=l+3+5+7+9+11 +18
(ii) 92 = Sum of fust 9 odd numbers

= 1 +3 + 5 + 7 + 9+ 1l + 18 + L6 + 17
Q6. Express the following as the sum of two

consecutive integers.
(i) 152 (ii) Lg2

Sol. (j) 162 = 225 = 172 + 713

i...rrr- rs1-r 
uod r1s= 152*1

122
Gi) 792 = 361 = 180 + 181r.

| '.' reo = 
192 - r rrra lsr = 

r92 * rl
L 2 2)

Q7. Find the product ofthe following:
(i) 23 x 25 (iD4lx43

Sol. (i) 23 x 25 = (24 - 7) (24 + l)
=242-l
=676-l=575

(iil 47 x 43 = (42 - r) (42 + 7)

=422_7=L7M_ 1= 1763
Q8. Find the squares of:

(il -2 (,,) -g'7t7

s", (, (-;) = ( ;)(j)= *
(ii) (#) ( #)( #)

81

289

Q9. Check whether (6, 8, 10) is a Bthagorean triplet.
Sol. 2m,n2 -Lar\d rz2 + l represent the ftthagorean

triplet.
Let 2m=6:.> m=3

m2-l=(3)2-l=9-1=8
ar;ld, m2+ 1=(3)2+ I = 9 + 1= 10

Hence (6, 8, 10) is a pthagorean triplet.

90 MATHEMANCS-VIII

Alternativ<, Method
(6P + (8P = 36+ 64 = 100 = (10P

= (6, 8, 10) is a Bthagor€an triplet.

Ql0. Using pmperty, find the value of the following:
(i) 192 - 182 (ii) 232 - 222

Sol. (i) 192 - 182 = 19 + 18 = 37
(i 232-222=23+22=45

ll. Srronr Answen (SA) Que l rrL :s

Qll. Using the prime factorisation method, find
which ofthe following numbers are not perfect
squares.

0)768 (ii) t296
Sol. (j) 2 768

2
2

3U
192
96
48
24

768 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 222 x Z 12 x B
Here, 3 is not in pair.
.'. 768 is not a perfect square.

(ii)

7296=2x2x2x2x3xBxBxB
Here, there is no number lelt to make pair.
.'. 1296 is a perfect square.

Q12. Which of the following triplets are $thagorean?
(i) (74,8,50) (ii) (18, 79, 82)

Sol, We know that 2m, m2 - I and, m2 + 1 make
ftrthagorean triplets.
(i) For (14, 48, 50),

PfiZm = 14 = m=7
... m2_l =(7)2_l

=49-l=4a
m2+l=(7)2+l

=49+1=50
Hence (14, 48, 50) is a $thagorean triplet.

21

6
3

2
2
2
2
2
3

96
648
324

2

162
81
27
9
3

1

2
2
2
2
3

3
3

I

I
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(jj) For (18, 79, 82)
P,,fi2m = 18 = m=9
n2_7=(9)2_l

=81 - 1=80
mz+l=(9)2+L

=81 + 1=82
Hence (18, 79, 82) is not a Brthagorean tri-
plet.

Q13. Find the square root of the following using
successive subtraction of odd numbers st€rting
from l.
(j) 16e (i,) 8r (iii) 225

Sol. (i) 169- I = 168, 168- 3 = 165,

165-5=160, 160-7=153,
163 - 9 = 144,144 - 11 = 133,

133 - 13 = 720,120 - 15 = 105,

105-17=88,88-19=69,
69-zL=48,44-23=25'
25-25=O
We have subbact€d odd numbers 13 times
to get 0.

.. Jteg = rs
(,r81 -1=80'80-3=77,

77 -5=72,72-7 =65,
65-9 = 56,56- 11 = t15'

45-13=32,32-15=17'
t7 -t7 =O
We have subtracted 9 bimes to get 0.

'" Jel =s
(iiD 225 - t = 224' 224' 3 = 22r'

22L-5=216,216-7 =209'
209-9=200,200- 1l = 189,

189 - 13 = 176, 776 - 16 = 161,

167 -t7 =LM,7M-L9=125'
725 - 2r = 104, 104 - 23 = 81'

8l-25= 56,56-27 =29,
29-29=o
We have subhacted 15 times to get 0.

'. Jzzs =rs
Q14. Find the square root of the following using prime

factorisation
(i) Mr

(iii) 7066
Sol. (t) 441 =3xBx7 x7

;. J++t = s,l
=21

(ii) 2025
(iu) 4096

3
3

7

7

747
u7

49
7
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(ii)2025=3x3xga3x5-rl
..Jzo%=BxBxb

=45

GiD7056=2x2x2x2
x 3-La x Ll

.. &oE6 =2x2xBx7 =84
=84

(.io) 4096 = 2 x 2 x 2-rZ x 2-z-2
x2_E2.x2x2x2x2

.. JA9G =2x2x2x2
x2x2

=u

62 156
124
3225
3225

3

3

3
3

5

2025
675
225
75
25

5

2
2
2
2
3

5

3
7
7

1

7056
3528
t7u
882
441
t47
49
7
1

4096
2048
to24
572
256
728
u

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
2
2
2

8
4

32
l6

Q16. Find the least square number
which is divisible by each of the
oumber 4, 8 and 12.

Sol. LCM of4,8, 12 is the least
number divisible by each of
them.

.'. LCM of 4, 8 end 12 = 24

:.24=2x2x2xB
To make it perfect square multiply 24 by the
product of unpaired numbers, i.e., 2 x 3 = 6

.. Required number = 24 x 6 = lM
Q16. Find the square roots of the following decimal

numbers
(i) t056.25 (ii) 10020.01

Sol. 32.6

1056.25
I

I

8, 12

2

4,
.)

1

l,

6

3

I1

1

2

2
2

2

3

3

0
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(ii)

2001

100.1

100 20.01
I

002001
200r

I

0

Heoce Jiobzo.o-t = loo.t
Q17. What is the least number that must be

subtracted from 3793 so as to get a perfect
square? Also, find the square root of t}re number
so obtained.

Sol, First, we fnd the square root of3793 by division
method.

61

37 93
36

L27

6

72

Here, we get a remainder 72
... 612 < 3793
.'. Required perfect square number = g79B - 72

= 3721 and Jltn =er
Qr8. Fill in the blanls:

(a) Perfect square number between 60 and Z0 is

(b) The square root of 361 ends with digit

(c) The sum offirst z odd nr:mbers is
(d) The number of digits in the square root of

4096 is
(e) If (-3)'z = 9, then the square root of 9 is

(fl Number of digits in the square root of
1002001 is

193
121

(g) Square root o, # *
(ft) The value of .,C4, % =

Sol. (a) 64 (b) 9 (c) nz (02
c

(e) *3 (f\ 4 k) 3 &) 42' -25
Qre. Simptiff: JSoo + Jo-og + 0.000009

Sol. We know that JaU = JixJA
" Jeoo = J5'1oo

= JSrJioo =3xto=Bo

92 MATHEMANCS-VIII

Jo.oe = 0.3x0.3 = 0.3

0.000009 = 0.003x0.003 = 0.003

... J6oo * Jo.og * 0.000009

= 30 + 0.3 + 0.003

= 30.303

lll. Hrcurn Onoen THrrurrruo Sxtr-s (HOTS) Quesrrous

Q20. Find the value of* if
fiB6g * 0.0615+, = 37.25

Sol. '\ e have Ji565 0.0615+, = 37.25+

Jiaog = sz

37

1369
I

67 469
469

3

0

.'. 37 + 0.0615+ r = 37.25

0.0615+: =37.25-87
0.0615+x = 0.2b

Squariag both sides, we have
0.0615+r=0.0625

= r=0.0625-0.0615
:. x = 0.0010
Hence r = 0.001

Q21. Simplify:
(0.105 + 0.024 - 0.008) x 0.85

1.7 x0.022xO.25

Sol.
(0.105 + 0.024 - 0.008) x 0.85

1.7 x0.022x0.25

(0.129-0.008)x0.85
1.7 x0.022x0.25

0.121 x 0.85
1.7 x0.22x0.25

)zflr , pgl
!/ ,212, % s

[Removing the decimals]

.E = r,,v10

Hence, the required resdt = Ji.l
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Q22. A ladder 10 m long rests against a vertical wall.
Ifthe foot ofthe ladder is 6 m away from the wall
and the ladderjust reaches the top of the wall,
how high is the wall? QICERT Eremplar)

A

108

6E

Hence, the length of diagonal is 25 m.

The area of a rectangular field whose length is
twice its breadth is 2,150 m2. Find the perimeter
ofthe field.

Let the breadth of the field be .r metres. Then
length of the fleld is 2r metres.

Therefore, area of the rectangular field

= length x breadth

= (b)@) = (2x2) m2

Given tlrat area is 2450 m2.

Therefore, 2f = 245,0

- 2460r"= 
z

t = JTZZS or, = 35 m

Hence, breadth = 35m

and length = 35 x2=7Om
Perimeter of the field = 2 (l + b)

= 2(70 + 36) m

=2xl05m=210m

D
(202 + 152) m

4OO + 225 m
16

=J6%m
=25m 20 B

?
B

Sol.

Q23.

Sol.

Let AC be the ladder.
Therefore, AC = 10 m
l,et BC be the distance between the foot of the
ladder and the wall.
Therefore, BC=6m
AABC forms a right angled triangle, right angled
at B.

By $rthagoras theorem,
AC2=AB2+BC2
102=AB2+62

or AB2 = 102-62 = 100 -36 = 64

or AB= J64 =8m
Hence, the wall is 8m high.
Find the length of a diagonal of a rectongle with
dimensions 20 m by 15 m. (NCERT Ercmplar)
Ushg Pythagoras theorem, we have

Length of diagonal ofthe rectangle

(12 + b2) units

q24.

Sol.

Test Yourself
l. Venv Ssonr ANswER (VSA) Quesrtots

Ql. What is the one's digit in the square root of the
following?
(i) 361 Qi) 84

(iii) 1600 (iu) 961

Q2. What will be the number of zeros in the square
ofthe following n," bers?

(,) 50 (r,) 500
(ii,) 1040 (iu) 1001

Q3. Find the perfect square numbers between 70

and 90.

Q4. Write the following square as the sum of
consecutive natural numbers.
(i) 32 (iD 52 (iti) 72 (iu\ Llz

Q5. Find the sum of first l0 odd numbers.

Q6. Express 121 as the sum of 11 consecutive odd
numbers.

Q7. Write the Py'thagorean triplets whose one
member is :

(r) 6 (r, 16

Gii) I Gu) 20
Q8. Find the estimated va.lues of the following:

(r) J6o (iil J25o

eiD Jro23 (,ul J36o

Q9. Find the number ofdigits in the square roots of
the following numbers (without calculations)
(i) 576 (ii) 3136

(iii)390625 Uu) 27225

Q10. Find the square root of the following:
(i) 6.25 (") 5r.84

(iii) 7.29 (iu) 31.36
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ll. Snonr Axswen (SA) Quesnorus

Ql1. Which of the following numbers is not a perfect
square?
(i) 64 (ii)728

Uii)zgL (iu)256

Q12. Find the square root of the following:

O 7744 (ii) 0.0625
(iii) 0.000009 (iu) 7.84

Q13. Find the square root of 56*.
7225

Qf4. Find the square root of3881.29.

Q15. What should be subtracted from 6249 to get a
per{ect square nunber? Also find its square root.

Q16. What least number must be added to 594 to
make the sum a perfect square?

617. 11 ! = 550. fi-nd the value ofr.- ,12.25

Q18. Find the value of:

Jrsozs + Jtsazs *

Qlg. If J625 = r/5' , find the 
"alue 

of .r.

Q20. Find the least number that nust be added to
9598 to make it a perfect square.

t.5625

ANSWERS

1. (i) 9 (ii) 2 (iii) o (iu) 1

2. (i)2 (ii\ 4 (ii) 2 (iu) No zeroes

3.81
4. G)4+5 (ii)12+13

(iii) 24 +26 (ju) 60 + 61

E. 100

6, 1+3+ 5+7 +9 + 1l + 13+ 15+ 17+ 19+21
7. (,) (6,8 r0) (ii) (16,63,65)

(rr,) (8, 15, 17) (iu) (20, 99, 101)

8. (, 9 (r,) 16 (iii) 32 (iu) 19

s. (i)2 (ii)2

to. o 2.5 (iD 7.2

1r. (ii) and (iii)

12. (i) 88

(iii) 0.003

rB. zlq :a-62.g
35

16.31,25 17.825
t9. 4 20.6

(iiD s

(iii) 2.7

(iu) 3

Gu) 5.6

oi) 0.25

(iu) 2.8

15. 8,79

18. 138.75

lnternal Assessment
Ql. Fill in the blsnkq:

(a) 1+3+5+7+9+11 + lB=_.
(b) The unit digit in the square root of 66564

will be either _ or _.
(c) The number of zeros at the end of a perfect

square is always
(d) Square of -0.07 = _.
(e) 992 - 982

a 0.0081 =
Q2. Answer Tlue (T) or False (F).

(o) The number of digits in the square root of
66564 is 4.

(6) AII the numbers ending with even number
ofzeros are a.lways perfect squares.

(c) There is one perfect square number between
50 and 60.

(d) The value of * is ro.
./0.09

G) J+oo* =+o

Q3. The number 12 and 21 are mirror image of each
other such that their squares 144 and 441 are
also mirror images ofeach other. Find one such
other pair.

Q4. Find the least nunber of four digihs that is a
perfect square. (NCERT Eremptar)

Q5. Find the great€st number of three digits that is
a perfect square. (NCERT Eremplar)

Q6. Find the least square number which is exactly
divisible by 3, 4,6, 6 al:d,8.(NCERT Exemplar)

Q7. Find the square root of 2.9929.

Q8. Observe the pattern and fill in the blanks.

72=l
LLz = 721

lLl2 = 12321

11112 = _
111112 =

94 MATHEMATICS-VIII
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Q9, Complete the following puzzle.

Direct ions
1. (6,8, 10) are 

- 

triplet.

2. The 

- 

of27 is 441.

3. 441 is a 

- 

square number.

4. Square root is the 

- 

operation ofsquare.

5. The number ending with odd n"mber of-
ca-n-not be a perfect square.

6. Square of every odd natural number is always
natural number.

@---->

(e) 197 (r 0.09
(e) T
7. 7.73 a. 1234327,7296432r

(3) PERFECT
(6) ODD

@---->

@'

(a)49 (b) 2,8
(a) F (b) F
13 al:d 3l f. lO24
(1) PYTTIAGOREAN
(4) INVERSE

ANSWERS

(c) even (d) 0.0049

(c) F @)T
5. 61 6. 3600

(2) SQUARE
(5) ZEROES

I
2

3

I

A o E

E E

o
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o Periodic Assessment
SET.1

Timz: I hnur

General Instructinns
. Nl quzstinns are compulsory. Howeuer thcre b an internnl chnite.

" Sectinn-A consists of 4 qucstinns carrying 1 mnrk each,

" Section-B consists oF8 questians carrying 2 marh ea.ch.

" Calculator is not permitted.

M.M.:20

SECTION-A

1. Multiply fi Uytte""aproc,*#.

2. Find one rational number betw"eo l and
I
2

3. Simolito: r+1=9
' ' 2t+3 8

4

4. Construct a parallelogram ABCD if AB = 5 cm, BC = 6 cm and ZD = 85..

SECTION-B
5. In the given figure (i) find the va-lue ofz.

D c

A
Fig. (i) Fig. (ii) Fig. (iii)

6. In the given fig. (ii) ABCD is a rectangle. IfOA=Zr+4,OD=B.t+1,thenfindr.
7. Find the value ofr in the given fig. (iij).

8. Findthevalueofy tllJ I = ! ."'- Y+2 3
9' A man's age is three times his son's age. Ten years ago he was 5 times his son's age. Find their present

ages.

10. If you subtract 1 fro. u.rr.b"r and multiply the results by ] , you get 1. what is the number?

The difference between two numbers i" OA. fn3lrti" of the two numbers is 2 : b. What are the two
numbers?

1r. Find the rational numbers between lutra1.
42

12. simprito: ;. [f). (#).(#)

o

,1,

60.

130'

r

96
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o Periodic Assessment
SET.2

M.M.:20Time: t hour

General Instruttion* Samc as paper-I

SECTION-A

1. Using property, simpliff

11. Find:

{;.(#)}.{;.#}
2. Write five rational numbers less than 2.

3. Find a rational number between * ""a 
I

34
16_

4. Solve for r: '--:- -'l r = 9.
4

4 3 r5 /-14)
-x-x-xl-l5 716 \9/

SECTIOI'I-B

5. A grandfather is ten times older than his grand daughter. He is also 54 years older than her. Find their

present ages.

6. Solve: O.16 6x - 2) = O.4z + 7 .

7. ln the adoi''ing figure, find: + y + z + u.

8. How many sides does a regular polygon has if each of its interior angles is 165"?
r

9. The three angles ofa quadrilateral are 76",54" and 108'. Find the measure ofthe fourth angle

10. Construct a rhombus whose diagonals are 10 cm and 8 cm'

OR

Construct a quatlrilateral ABCD in which BC = 4.5 cm, AB = 4 cm, AB =4cm'ZB=75"'ZA=90"and
ZC = 720".

z

r

12. The perimeter of a rectangle is 13 cm and its width is 2? cm' Find its length

OR

The sum of three consecutive multiples of 11 is 363. Find these multiples'

60'

120"
80

97
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